LIFETIME MEMBERS
CELEBRATING 25 YEARS OF MEMBERSHIP
Elizabeth Carlson
Coral Bay
Bethany Chappell-Ross
CHAPPELL'S
Evalyn R Gregory
CLOVERDOWN FARMS
Evalyn R Gregory
CLOVERDOWN FARMS
Evalyn R Gregory
CLOVERDOWN FARMS
Derek Grice

Misty Valley
CH Elanwood’s What The Doctor Ordered BN RN CA THD “Princess”
Elanwood's Monty Carlo RN BN CA THD “Monty”

Nadine Kuhlemeier
Nadine Kuhlemeier

GCHB CH Schoental's Reginald TKN "Reggie"

CH Katandy's Fanning The Flames RN BN TKN TDN CGC "Emmy"
CH Elanwood’s What The Doctor Ordered BN RN CA THD “Princess”

Nadine Kuhlemeier
Nadine Kuhlemeier

Elanwood's Monty Carlo RN BN CA THD
CH Elanwood's Political Ambitions RN ANP

Special K's Jett'n to H N Back

NWGA Agility Trial
July 28 and 29 2013
Peter & Beverly Lockwood

HILLDALE'S

CH Hilldale's Fred Free 'N Heaven “Free”
1993 ABC Winners Dog
Peter & Beverly Lockwood

HILLDALE'S

AM/CAN CH Hilldale's Sud’n Impact Jodiac “Suddi
CH Ivylane-Ruffianl Aleutian Ballad “Pfour”

Peter & Beverly Lockwood
HILLDALE’S
Tami Mishler
ZINGARA
CH Caymans Black Bart, SOM "Bart"
1995 American Boxer Top Twenty Winner

Michael John O'Connor
DI BELLA
Michael John O'Connor

**DI BELLA**
Flying Apache's Ruby Rosa "Ruby"  PJ's Elegant Sapphire "Tanya"  CH PJ's Diamond Tiara "Lexi"  
PJ's Diamond Jubilee Of Foxwood's "Abbygayle"  CH PJ's Carbonara Diamond Mine "Sabrina"

JoAnn Pietrantonio

PJ'S
UNJ Sunchase’s Smack Me Black CDX BN GN RE FDC MX AXJ NF CAA RATN DN DD/BAN UAD/NJ ”KizzE”
Only Boxer to be titled in 4 organizations (AKC, UKC, DockDogs, & Ultimate Air Dogs)
JUNIOR HANDLER SCHOLARSHIP & AWARD
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS
WITH A BOXER

Salena McCloud
MOST JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP WINS WITH A BOXER
GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP
Good Sportsmanship Nominee

Linda Abel
Good Sportsmanship Nominee

Sherry Canciamille
Good Sportsmanship Nominee

William “Billy” East
UNSUNG HERO CANINE NOMINEES
Unsung Hero Canine Nominee

BUDDY
Unsung Hero
Canine Nominee

Terdan Goin' Topless
At Codack CD BN RE
AX AXJ OF CAX FCAT
THDX RATS TKN
"Cozette"
UNSUNG HERO HUMAN NOMINEES
Unsung Hero Nominee

Jessica Berger
Unsung Hero Nominee

Amber Anslow Gates
Unsung Hero Nominee

Cheryl Robbins
Unsung Hero Nominee

Teri Norton Underhill
HALL OF FAME NOMINEES
Hall of Fame Nominee

Steve & Ann Anderson
Hall of Fame Nominee

Bobbi Compton
Hall of Fame Nominee

Stan & Jane Flowers
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT NOMINEES
Lifetime Achievement Nominee

Joyce Campbell
Lifetime Achievement Nominee

Dr. William & Zoila Truesdale
Lifetime Achievement Nominee

Salli Moore-Kottas
CONFORMATION AWARDS
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS

CH Falmark's Orion
Sire: CH Avalon's X-Factor
Dam: GCH CH Falmark's Thin Lizzie
Breeder: Laura Cuthbert
Owners: Dana Penney & Laura Cuthbert
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOG WINS
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS

CH Irondale's PB N J
Sire:  GCH CH Wildcrest N Irondale's Walking On The Wildside, SOM
Dam:  GCH CH Irondale's For Your Eyes Only
Breeders: James Bettis & Wendy Bettis & Kay Peiser
Owners:  Debra Ann Lugo & James Bettis & Wendy Bettis
MOST BRED BY EXHIBITOR BITCH WINS
MOST BEST OF BREED WINS

GCHP2 CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
 Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
 Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST BEST
OF BREED
WINS
GCHP2 CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST BEST IN SHOW SPECIALTY WINS
GCHP2 CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST WORKING GROUP FIRST WINS
MOST RESERVE BEST IN SHOW WINS

GCHP2 CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire: CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam: CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders: Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners: Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
RESERVE
BEST IN
SHOW WINS
MOST BEST IN SHOW WINS

GCHP2 CH CinniBon's Bedrock Bombshell
Sire:  CH CinniBon's Know When To Hold'Um, SOM
Dam:  CinniBon's Sweet Sensation, DOM
Breeders:  Bonnie Wagaman & Nicole Manna
Owners:  Keith & Cheryl Robbins, Bonnie Wagaman & Debbie Caywood
MOST
BEST
IN
SHOW
WINS
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

Hi-Tech
Zoila A. Truesdale
KENNEL BREEDING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHG CH Irondale's Thunderstruck, SOM
Sire: CH Marburl's Hidalgo, SOM
Dam: CH Irondale's Moment For Life, DOM DOMG
Breeders: Brenda Vrooman & Wendy Bettis
Owners: Myrna R. Kahlo & Ashley Kahlo
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCHG CH Marburl And Illyrian's Lone Ranger CGC, SOM

Sire: CH Marburl's Hidalgo, SOM
Dam: GCH CH Illyrian's Charmed I'm Sure, DOM

Breeders: Gail Kloecker & Mary Frances Burleson
Owners: Mary Frances Burleson & Lee Mitchell & Gail Kloecker
SIRE PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

Trail's End For One Riesling Or Another
Sire:  GCH CH Irondale’s Look At Me Now, SOM SOMG
Dam:  Trail’s End Forgive Me For I Have Zinned
Breeder/Owner:  Shannon Carlson
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CH KP's Caught Ya Lookin'
Sire: GCHG AM/CAN CH Irondale's Look At Me Now, SOM SOMG
Dam: CH KP's Turnin' Me On, DOM
Breeder/Owner: Keri Paulson
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

CH GC's N Schmidt's Can't Take My Eyes Off Of You
Sire:  GCH CH Just-A-Wyn D’ing Time At Heartacre,
       SOM SOMG
Dam:  Schmidt's-GC Twinkle Twinkle Li’l Star
Breeders:  Juli Schmidt & Cindy Yaeger
Owners:  Glenn Yaeger
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

GCH CH Desert Winds The Joy Of Life, DOM
Sire: AM/CAN CH Encore's Bismark, SOM SOMG
Dam: GCH CH Desert Winds Look Of Love
Breeders/Owners: Doug A. Plemel & Bob Bauer
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS

Avalon's Obsession
Sire: Avalon's Justice Of Windsong, SOM
Dam: CH Avalon's Cosmopolitan
Breeder: Norra L Hansen
Owners: Norra L Hansen & Christine Bachmann
DAM PRODUCING THE MOST CHAMPIONS
GCHG CH Shadigee's Sequel To Legends, SOM SOMG
Sire: CH Pearlisle N Standing-O Risk Factor, SOM
Dam: CH Shadigee's Lady Luck, DOM DOMG LOM
Breeders: Lee & Mary Jane Nowak
Owners: Dr Robert & Grace Hallock, Lee & Mary Jane Nowak
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
GCHB CH Encore's Renegade, SOM  
Sire: CH Encore’s Ferrari, SOM  
Dam: Encore's Undeniable, DOM  
Breeder: Cheryl A Cates  
Owners: Vickie Brannon & Cheryl A Cates
SIRE OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
GCHB CH Breho Cadance Have You Heard BN RA AXP AJP CGC TKN, DOM

Sire: CH Suncrest’s Strike It Rich At Maxl
Dam: CH Breho Emerson Shock'n Y'all, DOM

Breeders: Brenda Stuckey, James & Karen Emerson, Terri Galle
Owners: Hank & Candy Bartos, Brenda Stuckey, Terri Galle
DAM OF MERIT WITH MOST PERFORMANCE TITLED GET
MOST OWNER HANDLER WINS
WITH A BOXER
MOST OWNER HANDLER WINS WITH A BOXER

Ann M Dunn
with
GCHS CH Harmson's High Noon
Sire: CH Shilos Barrow Gang's Most Wanted At Raklyn
Dam: GCH CH Harmson N N Standing-O Crazy In Love, DOM
Breeders: Kathy McCarthy & Pamela Shaw-George
Owners: Ann M Dunn & Kim Kavanagh & Kathy McCarthy
MOST OWNER HANDLER WINS WITH A BOXER
MOST OWNER HANDLER WINS WITH A BOXER
PERFORMANCE AWARDS
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH GC-Schmidt's One Foundation At Lemac MXB MJS

Sire: CH MACH2 Schmidt'S-Gc Catch A Falling Star At Lemac CD MXC MJB2 MXP MJP XF

Dam: Gc's N Schmidt's Ain'T Seen Nothin' Yet

**Breeders:** Cindy & Glenn Yaeger  
**Owners:** Leta McCulla & Juli Schmidt & Cindy & Glenn Yaeger
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH Rocket N Focal Point's Written In The Stars CD RA MXB MJB MXF CGC TKN

Sire: CH MACH Lemko's Shootin' Star At Rocket CD BN RA MXS MJS MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF
Dam: Rocket's Walk 'N The Clouds

Breeders: Jennifer Hitt & Kerry Rodgers & Carolyn Jowell
Owner: Kerry Rodgers
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH Sunchase's Spin The Bottle UD PCD BN RM RAE MXB MJS NF CGCA

Sire: CH Sunchase's Zero To Hero UDX RN MX MXJ
Dam: CH Indigo's Wynning Roulette Spin At Sunchase

Breeders/Owners: Rhoda Brouillette & Tracy Hendrickson
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH Boxnen's Overdrive CD BN RN MXB MJB XF

Sire: B-Tanoni Vipera Box
Dam: Boxnen's Jwoww CD

Breeders: Minna Nousiainen-Becher
Owner: Renee Fulcer
MASTER AGILITY CHAMPION AWARD
RALLY CHAMPION AWARD

MACH RACH Sunchase's Spin The Bottle UD PCD BN RM2 RAE2 MXB MJS NF CGCA

Sire: CH Sunchase's Zero To Hero UDX RN MX MXJ
Dam: CH Indigo's Wynning Roulette Spin At Sunchase

Breeders/Owners: Rhoda Brouillette & Tracy Hendrickson
RALLY CHAMPION AWARD
TOP AGILITY AWARD

CH MACH4 Sherwood Shenanigans RN MXC MJB2 MFB TQX T2B RATCH

Sire: CH Rockett's Red Glare
Dam: GCH CH MACH6 Windwood's Daring Soul Of Sherwood CDX RE MXS2 MJG2 MFB TQX T2B

Breeder/Owner: Colleen Fleury
TOP AGILITY AWARD
Sunchase's Fifth Ace CDX RM RAE MX MXJ CGC TKN

Sire: CH Pearlisle Overnite In Memphis CD RA
Dam: Sunchase's Smoke And Mirrors

Breeders/Owners : Rhoda Goselin-Brouillette & Tracy Hendrickson
TOP OBEDIENCE AWARD
TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD

MACH3 PACH3 Wisemans Arctic Sweet Symphony CD RN HT MXC MJC MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PAX3 MXF TQX MFP T2B CA

Sire: GCHB CH Mi-T's Believe It Or Not
Dam: Wisemans Miss Marley K

Breeder: Michele Kuhnau
Owners: Myra Coe-Hixson & Stephen Hixson
TOP PERFORMANCE AWARD
LEGION OF MERIT
SIRES & DAMS OF MERIT OF GRAND CHAMPIONS
SIRES & DAMS OF MERIT
American Boxer Club

2019 LEGION OF MERIT
ACC Bentbrook's Image of Highnoon  SOM SOMG LOM
CCH Doll Announces Veni Vidi Vici SOM
Bentbrook's Jewel Box
Illyrian’s
Ready to Charm
DOM LOM

CH Maxl's Golden
Boy SOM LOM

CH Dreamweaver’s
Past Perfect
DOM
LEGION OF MERIT
American Boxer Club

CH Illyrian's Trilogy
SOM LOM

CH Maxl's Golden Boy SOM LOM

CH Dreamweaver's Past Perfect
DOM
LEGION OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

ACC Encore's Bismark  SOM SOMG LOM

ACC Berlane's Causin An Uproar SOM LOM

ACC Encore's Chianti DOM
LEGION OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

GCH ACC Rikar's Crime of the Century SOM LOM

CH Gemstone's Diamonds 'N JEMS SOM

ACC Berlane N Bravo Hear me Roar DOM LOM
American Boxer Club

2019

SIRES and DAMS

OF MERIT

OF

GRAND CHAMPIONS
American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS

ACC Bentbrook's Image of Highnoon  SOM SOMG LOM
CCH Doll Announces Veni Vidi Vici SOM
Bentbrook's Jewel Box
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Nantess
Just Try It
SOM SOMG

CH Draymia
Moon Valley Impact

CH Sarkel's Set-Em Up
at Nantess

American Boxer Club
GRANDCHAMPIONS
ACC Counterpunch's Lucid Dream DOM

CH Adellin's Simply Nantess SOM x CCH Counterpunch Taylor Made
GCX  ACC Ensign's Futura Vita of Tybrushe
DOM DOMG LOM
ACC Elharlen's Your Choice x CH  Denbar's Dolce Vita  DOM
CH Irondale's Moment for Life  DOM DOMG
GCHS ACC Duba-Dae's Who's Your Daddy SOM SOMG LOM
Fanfare N' Sonoran's Bare Naked Lady  DOM
DAM OF MERIT American Boxer Club GRANDCHAMPIONS

GCH La Pawz Good Luck Charlee CGC  DOM DOMG
CH Telstar's Dixieland Band  SOM
Tara Farm's Mama Mia
American Boxer Club

SIRE OF MERIT

2019
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

GCHB ACC Cinbar’s Just Call Me Handsome  SOM
CCH Cinnrhee Hiriveroler Heartacre SOM
Bar-K's Talk to Me
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Encore's Matrix SOM

Heromiari Faust at Ronin SOM

GCHS Encore's Over The Moon DOM

American Boxer Club
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Falmark's Diamond Mine SOM

CH Virgo's Market Boomer SOM x Trefoil's Ruby Slippers
Haberl's Love Over Gold  SOM
CDX PCDX BN GN RAE CA CGC TKN
AMC Guapo (Soto) TT SOM x CH  Haberl's Forever Young CD RE
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

ACC Hi Desert Bend It Like Beckham SOM

ACC Bentbrook's Image of Highnoon SOM SOMG LOM

GCH ACC Hi Desert N Glenwood Notorious
SIRE OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Illyrian's Sharper Image SOM

GCHB Marburl's Chisum x Illyrian's Ready to Charm DOM LOM
SIRE OF MERIT

GCHG Irondale's Thunderstruck SOM

CH Marburl's Hidalgo SOM

CH Irondale's Moment for Life DOM DOMG
GAC ACC
Shadigee's Protege SOM

CH Pearlisle N
Standing O Risk Factor
SOM

ACC Shadigee’s
Lady Luck
DOMG DOM LOM
GCHB Starlyn-South Willow’s Family Tradition SOM
CAA CGC CA ACG
GCH South Willow's Like a Rock
CH O'Bravo N Starlyn's Desert Sands DOM
GCHG Streamline N Inspiration’s Crime Boss SOM

GCH ACC Rikar’s Crime of the Century SOM LOM

GCHG Sapphire’s Violet Sky in Vegas of Streamline DOM

CAPONE
SIRE OF MERIT

CH Testwood A Kind of Magic SOM
Makeney’s Magical Moments x Testwood Ring a Roses
GCH Wildcrest N Irondale’s Walking on the Wildside SOM

ACC Bentbrook’s Image of Highnoon SOM SOMG LOM

CH Irondale's Moment for Life DOM DOMG
American Boxer Club

DAM OF MERIT
2019
American Boxer Club

DAM OF MERIT

GCH Alerissa's Reflection of Charron DOM

CH Charron's Breaking Dawn

Alerissa's More Than a Feeling
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Amity Hall's Mariposa DOM

GCH Amity Hall's All About Me RN

GCH Amity Hall's Ticket to Vegas
DAM OF MERIT

GCHB Breho Cadance Have You Heard DOM BN RA AXP AJP CGC TKI

CH Suncrest's Strike it Rich at Maxl

CH Breho Emerson Shock'n Y'all DOM

©Springwind Photography
DAM OF MERIT

GCHB Carma's Treasure at Sapphire  DOM
CH Tadd's Armed and Dangerous
CH Sapphires Magic Smoke of TJ
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Castle's Miracle Story DOM

CH Glo-Star's Dream it My Way

Image N Castle In My Love
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Desert Winds
The Joy of Life DOM

ACC Encore's Bismark
SOMG SOM LOM

GCH Desert Winds
Look of Love
DAM OF MERIT

ACC Hi Desert N Mephisto's Lolapalooza  DOM
CH Capri's Woods End Spellcaster SOM LOM
GCH ACC Hi Desert N Glenwood Notorious
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

ACC Hillyard N
Ablaze Put a
Spell on You
DOM

ACC Maple's High
Rollin Hillyard

Ablaze Encore Ziena
DAM OF MERIT

CH Impact's Chantilly Lace DOM

GCH Champagne Windkist Touch of Sable

CH Liberti's Knells Bells DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Lazy K's Dolci Baci DOM

GCH Raklyn's the Bronx MVP at Third
SOMG SOM

CH Ensign’s Amore di Vita
CH Moon Valley Smokin Hot DOM
CH Strawberry N Reo Gold Country SOM
CH Moon Valley Imagine
DAM OF MERIT

American Boxer Club

CH Nantess Sasha of Jo-San's  DOM
CH Nantess Just Try It SOMG SOM
Jo-San's Sassy DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Olympic's Healing a Heart Ache CA DOM
ACC Robinson's Humdinger
Country Time's Archangel of Ardor DOM
DAM OF MERIT

CH Rynwards Calendar Girl DOM

GCH Heart Acre Haberl's Commontator

Rynwards No Ordinary Love
DAM OF MERIT

CH Schoental's Fraulein Krystal DOM
GCHS ACC Tybrushe's Ain't No Saint SOM
CH Schoental's Fraulein Danika
DAM OF MERIT

GCH Shaddai N Charron’s Double Edge Sword DOM
GCH Panyack's Landmark
Charron's Carmel Delight
DAM OF MERIT

CH Shilo's Dreamboat Annie at Raklyn DOM

GCH Raklyns the Bronx MVP at Third SOM SOMG

CH Shilo’s Tequila Sunrise at JJNs DOM
CH Telstar's and the Emmy Goes to...Rosehill DOM
CH Brady's He's Soo Telstar
Telstar's Favorite Candy in the Box